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Péter Ruzsonyi
Serial killers on the other side of the bars: „Bestial humans – human beasts” 
I. part 

(Sorozatgyilkosok a rácson túl: „Bestiális emberek – emberi bestiák” I. rész)

We present the results of our research in two parts. In this part of the study we 
deal with the life and activity of the serial killers “before the lockup”. We try 
to give a comprehensive picture about the origin and the meaning of the term 
“serial killer”, we discuss the general characteristics of the serial killers. We give 
an overview about the main ideas on how to make distinctions and classifi cation 
into different types, and we examine the issues relating to female serial killers.

József Pallo
Anniversary – Glancing back at the codifi cation of the Penitentiary Law and 
some fi rst experiences of its application in practice

(Évforduló – Visszatekintés a Bv. törvény kodifi kációjára és a jogalkalmazás 
néhány első tapasztalatára)

The new law came into force almost a year ago, resulting in an epochal change 
in the penitentiary law and in the life of the Hungarian prison system. The 
past period provides an excellent opportunity to review the directions of the 
codifi cation process and its main components, proving that the legislature has 
chosen the right way on these issues. The writer describes the main break points 
that aim to reform the legislation and the professional mindset. The author writes 
about the internal and external reasons of the codifi cation compulsion, outlines 
the basic values that defi ne the dogmatic and legal philosophical foundation of the 
penitentiary law. The experiences so far of the application of the most important 
new legal institution in the practice are exhibited in the study. The fi nal conclusion 
points to the direction that the new rules stand up even in an international respect 
and represent the values of the Hungarian rule of law well.
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Zoltán Tallódi
The prison overcrowding with regard to the decisions of the European Court 
of Human Rights 

(A börtönzsúfoltság kérdése az Emberi Jogok Európai Bírósága döntéseinek 
tükrében)

The article describes the Hungary-related decisions made by the European Court 
of Human Rights on the topic of prison overcrowding. Special attention is devoted 
to the pilot judgment in the case of Varga and Others vs. Hungary. It describes 
certain aspects of the Strasbourg based Court’s expectations, and the extent the 
Court found there had been violation of Article 3 (prohibition of inhuman or 
degrading treatment) and Article 13 (right to an effective remedy) of the European 
Convention on Human Rights. The article explains what a pilot judgment is, and 
outlines the actions expected to be taken and also their deadlines as outlined by 
the pilot judgment. The article also specifi es the states the Court condemned on 
this subject so far. The writing gives priority to describing the Italian example, 
since the Court’s pilot judgment proposes to improve the Hungarian situation by 
the basis of that example. The study analyzes the possible areas of action, which 
combined use may result in the improvement of the current situation.

Zsófi a Borbála Somogyi 
Is there freedom after release?
II. part

(Szabadság van-e a szabadulás után? II. rész)

The post-release reintegration has many diffi culties. In addition to the obvious 
social, fi nancial and workplace problems the released inmates have to face 
numerous psychologically stressful factors as well. In this second part of the study 
the research made to map this kind of psychological problems will be presented. 
Semi-structured interviews with the former inmates were carried out within one 
month after the release, and text analysis was used to examine the interviews. 
The results allowed identifying 5 factors, namely: level of social reintegration; 
responsibility and autonomy; direct, personal level of interaction; exclusion and 
problem. 

These were mostly the topics of the released people’s concerns. The generally 
non-conscious anxieties and fears related to these topics make a signifi cant 
infl uence on their everyday lives.
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Judit Forgács
Why use the model prison quarters?
Three reasons to use the model as an example to follow

(Miért éppen modellkörlet? 
Három érv a modellkörlet bevezetése mellett)

We looked for answers and solutions for internal contradictions appearing at 
group level and associated with the organizational structure of the Prison Service. 
By the end of the program many relevant answers were given to a number of 
questions. The presented model prison quarters may mean a kind of solution to 
some very important and contemporary problems, from those issues we grabbed 
three and by those we attempted to demonstrate the topicality of using this model 
as an example to follow. In addition to presenting the direct results of the program 
the study proves and draws attention to the fact, that professional pragmatism 
has increasingly gained ground lately in everyday practices.

Andrea Erika Juhász 
The case Law of the European Court of Human Rights on overcrowding in 
prisons

(Az Emberi Jogok Európai Bíróságának a túlzsúfoltsággal kapcsolatos esetjoga)

The study describes the practices of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) 
on overcrowding and other inadequate conditions of detention. From the case law 
of the board in Strasbourg inference may be concluded, that on the one hand the 
Court takes into account the standard accepted during the so called Ananyev case 
in the event of multi-bed prison cell accommodation, when determining the value 
of the minimal personal space per inmate in square meters. On the other hand 
in numerous cases the Court refers to the 4 square meters recommended by the 
European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading 
Treatment or Punishment (CPT). After examining the judgments made by the 
ECHR the conclusion of the study is that the practice is not unifi ed as to what 
is the size of personal space which the Court takes into consideration when 
determining conditions of detention. 
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János Tömő
A prison inmate quarter-part in Szombathely National Prison organized on 
religious grounds

(Vallási alapon szerveződő körletrész a Szombathelyi Országos Büntetés-
végrehajtási Intézetben)

The aim of my study is to debut and introduce the prison quarter organized on 
religious grounds in Szombathely National Prison. Special attention is paid to the 
legislative background of the operation of this department, but I mainly approach 
this new method of reintegration – that appears in a growing number of prisons 
– from a theological point of view. The article aims to provide information and 
encouragement to all prison service employees and also to the wider public.

Roland Molitórisz - Botond Mihály Franka
The role the individualization and the Family Group Conference (FGC) play in 
the successful reintegration of the convicts

(Az egyéniesítés, a büntetés-végrehajtási pártfogó felügyelő és a családi 
döntéshozó csoportkonferencia (CSDCS) szerepe az elítéltek sikeres 
reintegrációjában)

The restorative approach is an old-new institution of social jurisdiction. It is not 
only capable of fulfi lling the basic task of satisfying/supplementing the needs of 
the state penal system, but also repairs in an evaluable way the damages caused 
in the human relations by the infringement of the law. However, in addition to 
implementing the imprisonment penalty as defi ned by the law, the objectives of 
prevention should also be kept in mind. To avoid re-offending and to ensure the 
success of reintegration, there is a need to develop new institutional responses 
that are consistent with the system of correctional goals and tasks. The study 
aims to describe a method that is a successfully implemented form of restorative 
techniques adapted to the closed institutional prison conditions.
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Anita Nagy
England, as a special area of the conditional release, or the Parole Board process

 (Anglia mint a feltételes szabadon bocsátás speciális területe, avagy a Parole 
Board eljárása)

Overcrowding in the correctional facilities is a worldwide problem. Various legal 
institutions were created in order to reduce the size of prison population, one of 
these is the possibility to release an inmate on parole. 
The procedure of conditional release in England proceeds through a so-called 
Panel/Parole Board, which is fundamentally different from its equivalent in 
Hungary. The Board works independently both from the Prison Service, and from 
the Ministry of Justice. The Board has three members, the President of the Board 
has at least fi ve years of legal practice, the other members are from other profession 
(in some cases a psychiatrist or psychologist). The conduct of the procedure is 
signifi cantly different from the Hungarian proceeding. The aim of my study was 
to show this procedure to those familiar with the national legal literature.




